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“Digitisation is the conversion of analogue materials into a digital 
format for use by software, and decisions made at the time of 
digitisation have a fundamental impact on the  manageability, 
accessibility and viability of the resources created.” 
MINERVA  Technical Guidelines for 
Digital Cultural Content Creation Programmes
Agenda
● Why digitise?
– Examples of digitisation projects
● Introduction to digital images
– Digital image anatomy
– File formats
– Software used in graphical post-processing
● Digital text




● A few words about digitisation hardware 
and software
– Including a quick tour through the e-learning course















● Rolls were translated into modern English,
● Searching facility was set up to allow users to search 
for people, places and given subjects,
● Scanned images were released to facilitate a study on 
the original Latin content,








● Base for interesting teaching material 
– Domesday book – THE GAME
● Better understading of history
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Australian Newspapers Digitisation 
11http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper
Benefits?





Gazette s  Notice of Intent  column.ʹ ʹ ʹ ”
● In general... increased visibility! ;-)
● Great source of knowledge about genealogy
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● Mobilization of local community
● Chance to preserve stories and unique 
memorabilia of particular people
● Great educational material
● Not mentioning... increased visibility
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Cultural heritage and technology
15
Cultural heritage and technology
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Cultural heritage and technology
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Summary of benefits
● Provides better access 
to unknown or little used collections,
● Offers better search and retrieval facilities for an image collection,
● Provides a better understanding of original works through improved 
indexing or some form of digital image enhancement,
● Creates resources that are suitable for use in learning and teaching,
● Enhances the public knowledge, recognition and understanding of 
cultural heritage,




– Examples of digitisation projects
● Introduction to digital images
– Digital image anatomy
– File formats
– Software used in graphical post-processing
● Digital text




„Digital image is a numeric 
representation (built out of 0s an 
1s) of a two-dimensional image”




Digital image anatomy (2)
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● Each pixel:
● holds information 
about color
● has certain 
position in the 
image
● Higher number of
  pixels means better
  quality of image
Image resolution
● Resolution is a term that describes image 
ability to hold information
● Higher resolution means that image will 
be more detailed




● Width and height of an image expressed 
in pixels
– e.g. 640 x 480
● Sum of all pixels expressed in megapixels
– e.g. 0.3 megapixel means that image consist of 
307200 pixels, it is the same 640 * 480 image
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Color depth
● Each pixel holds information about its 
color
– This information can be less or more detailed 
● Color depth denotes accuracy of color 
representation 




● 1 BPP – only two possible colors
● 24 BPP – 16,7 milion of colors
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PPI
● Image resolution can be expressed using 
pixel density per inch of [screen, print-out]
● PPI = Pixel Per Inch




● Dots and pixels are terms from two 
different worlds
27Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:DPI_and_PPI.png
DPI vs PPI (2)
● Digital image quality should be expressed 
using PPI
● During scanning you need to use Dot Per 
Inch (?!?)




● We would like to have very detailed 
representation of original image, but:
– we don't like long download times,
– we don't have money to buy numerous DVDs, 
required to archive our digital copies








● It is a compromise between information 
loss and file size reduction
● Usually there is a way to adjust compression ratio 
– Higher compression ratio means that more information is lost but the file is smaller
● Lossy compression is irreversible process
– Lost information can't be recovered even after decompression
– This is crucial while working with images!!
● This way of compression is usually more efficient 
than lossless compression




File formats – what is important?
● Does it impose compression 
type/method?
● Does it allow to embed 
metadata in an image?
● Can one file consist of multiple images?
● Is specification of file format publicaly available?
● During this training we will focus on three most 
widely used gfx file formats: TIFF, JPG, PNG
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TIFF
● Tagged Image File Format
● Available since 1986
● Specification is available for everyone
● It allows to:
– Embed metadata, 
– One file can contain multiple images 
– It can be used without any compression as well as with lossy 
and lossless compression
● TIFF (+ lossless LZW compression) is considered 
as an de facto standard in digital archiving
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RAW
● RAW is a file format containing 
unprocessed data from camera image 
sensors
● Each vendor has its own, so it require 
dedicated software
● It allows for advanced adjustements of an 
image
● Sometimes called digital negative
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JPEG
● Joint Photography Experts Group
● File format created especially for storing 
photography
● Very widely used
● It uses lossy compression! 
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PNG
● Portable Network Graphics
● General purpose file format was suppose 
to replace GIF files
● It employs lossless compression
● PNGs are usually bigger than JPEGs
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Interactive formats
● Allows to dynamicaly adjust the quality of 
presented image
● Especially useful for large images which 
had to be delivered in high level of details 
e.g. maps














– Examples of digitisation projects
● Introduction to digital images
– Digital image anatomy
– File formats
– Scanning resolution
– Software used in graphical post-processing
● Digital text




What is the difference 





● Full text search
– Even most detailed metadata cannot replace described object
– Full text search allows to access to full content of the object
● Crucial for regular and address books 
● Reuse
– Creation of translation, digital editions, monographies is simpler if 
you can just copy and paste the text
● Research material
– e.g. Linguistic analysis on how language was changing
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Creation of digital text
● Manual keying
– Manual rewriting of text from scans done by human
– Expensive (very time-consuming)
– It may require some domain knowledge
– Crowdsourcing
● Trove - http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper
● PG DP - http://www.pgdp.net/c/ 
● Transcrine Bentham - http://www.ucl.ac.uk/transcribe-bentham/ 
● Wikisource – http://wikisource.org 
– Flaws of crowdsourcing
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Creation of digital text
● Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
● Computer program converts scanned text 
into machine-readable digital text
● Quality of results depends on multiple 
factors
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How does OCR works?
● Pre-processing
– Depending on input image type conversion might be required
– Binarization, deskewing
● Layout analysis and identification of text 
components on the page
– It is not always supported by OCR, crucial for complex layouts 
like newspapers






How does OCR works? (2)
● Character recognition by comparision with 
pattern database
– If pattern database does not contain given character, 
OCR will try to match it to „something” which is similar
● Preparation of final text
– Combining characters into words and lines according to 
original order of text




OCR – quality of results
● Quality of print and general state of the 
document
– OCRs perform much better on modern printed texts
● Scanning resolution and color depth
– >300 PPI, color depth 1  BPP
● Language of text, alphabet and font
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OCR – quality of results (2)
● Text layout 
– Different in books and in newspapers
– If layout analysis is done in a wrong way, text flow is 
broken
● Text formatting




● Digital text can be stored as simple plain text files 
– Choose encoding wisely
– No information about original features of the text (layout, 
formatting, illustrations)
● Other solutions: HTML (EPUB), PDF or DjVu
● PDF and DjVu are relatively complex file formats, 
allowing to:
– Embed original image as a background for text
– Add annotations, bookmarks
– Optimize for web delivery
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PDF
● Portable Document Format (PDF) is an 
open standard
● Created by Adobe Systems in 1993
● Aimed to decouple document 
representation from application, hardware 
and operating systems
● Fully featured and widely known
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DjVu
● Designed to store scanned documents 
– Especially those containing a combination of text, line 
drawing and photographs
● Similar features as PDF, but:
– DjVu document can be splitted into multiple files
– Ususally smaller files
● Limited adoption in recent year
– Text is not indexed by Google
– Requires web browser plugin 
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Agenda (2)
● A few words about digitisation 
hardware and software
– Including a quick tour through the e-learning course




● A few words about digitisation hardware 
and software
– Including a quick tour through the e-learning course
● Case study: „OCR in Poland”
● Discussion
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OCR in Polish digital libraries
● Survey was held in September-October of 2010 
● We received responses from 26 major institutions 
● Survey covered 70% of resources gathered by Polish 
Digital Libraries Federation
● We were asking about all sort of things related to 
creation of full text search
● Type and number of documents
● Digitisation practices
● Usage of OCR software
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OCR in Polish digital libraries (2)
● 40% of objects were a subject of OCR
● No one does the correction of OCR results
● Scanning resolution between 300-600 PPI, colour depth 
depends on type of resource and purpose of digitisation
● FineReader and Document Express are most widely 
used software packages
● Only 3 institutions use training capabilities of OCR 
software
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OCR in Polish digital libraries (3)
● Used OCR software
– Document Express
– ABBYY products
– Omnipage (1 institution)
● Input formats
– TIFF (25 institutions), DjVu (17), JPEG (5)
● Output formats
– DjVu, PDF 
– ABBY Finereader XML (5 institutions)
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Agenda (2)
● A few words about digitisation hardware 
and software
– Including a quick tour through the e-learning course




● Any thoughts, questions? 
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Discussion
● What are scenarios for digitisation in 
small memory institution?
● What software is used in your library?
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References
● Lessons from DRMSI course:
– „What should I know about digitisation equipment?”
– „What should I know about software used in 
digitisation process?”
– „What is the rationale for digitisation activities in the 
cultural heritage domain?”
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